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ABSTRACT

To extract consistently and transiently task-related compo-
nent maps, a novel ICA paradigm, the ICA with reference
(ICA-R), is proposed. ICA-R produces only component
maps corresponding to the input stimuli which are used as
reference signals in the learning paradigm, and all activa-
tions corresponding to a particular stimulus are located in
a single component map. Computational and memory re-
quirements of ICA-R are much less than those required by
spatial ICA or temporal ICA.

Keywords: Independent component analysis, functional
MRI, ICA with reference, constrained ICA, statistical para-
metric mapping

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the important step in functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (fMRI) data analysis is to determine the activation
map indicating the activities of brain voxels during a task.
This is usually done by statistically comparing time-series
corresponding to each brain voxels with the input stimulus
and generating statistical maps. The simplest of this ap-
proach is the correlation analysis [1]. In order to correct for
multiple comparisons and spatial correlations, the statisti-
cal maps are further analyzed using the Gaussian random
field (GRF) theory, which approach is referred to as sta-
tistical parametric mapping (SPM) [2]. FMRI data are cor-
rupted by physiological noise such as heart beat, respiration,
blood flow, and electronic noise of the scanners and are con-
founded by baseline magnetization variation of the scanner
and subject’s head motion [3]. Therefore, prior to the appli-
cation of SPM or a simple correlation analysis, fMRI data is
required to be preprocessed using filtering and corrected for
artifacts. These preprocessing techniques are still mostly ad
hoc and alter the original data. Another drawback of this
technique is that the spatial analysis of the data is done af-
ter the analysis in the temporal-domain; a spatio-temporal
analysis of functional MRI data, where spatial and temporal
domain analysis is done simultaneously, is often desired [4].

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) separates under-
lying signals, that are mutually independent in complete

statistical sense, from their linear mixtures [5]. Recently,
there has been a growing interest in applying ICA to ana-
lyze fMRI data [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] in two different ways: spa-
tial ICA (SICA) or temporal ICA (TICA). The data is de-
composed into a set of spatially independent components
in SICA whereas the TICA decomposes the fMRI data into
a set of temporally independent components. The premise
of the application of ICA to fMRI analysis is that the non-
task related components in fMRI data is either independent
in spatial-domain (SICA) or independent in time-domain
(TICA). ICA is becoming increasingly popular for the anal-
ysis of fMRI because it can separate the component of in-
terest, that is due to task-related brain activation, from other
components that are due to interferences and artifacts. It is,
therefore, unnecessary to use preprocessing of fMRI data
before analyzing them for detection of brain activation. Fur-
thermore, analysis of fMRI using ICA is spatio-temporal.

In SICA, the multifocal brain areas activated by perfor-
mance of a sensory or cognitive task is presumed to be un-
related to the signal areas that are affected by the artifacts
and confounds. The signals due to heartbeat, respiration
and blood flow can be considered as mutually independent
in time-domain because they have frequencies that are dif-
ferent from the task. However, the spatial independence
of the effect of these signals in the brain is questionable
because their influence is common to most regions of the
brain. The baseline magnetization variation is also indepen-
dent of the task activation (may depend on the frequency
of runs if the experiment is done in different runs), and af-
fects the whole brain. Furthermore, the motion artifacts,
which may be transiently task-related, appear in the whole
brain indiscriminately. Some of the sources are determin-
istic in nature and the component maps provided may not
be unrelated spatially but may be independent in time be-
cause of their characteristics in time-domain. Therefore, it
is more appropriate to assume that these noise and interfer-
ence sources involved in fMRI data are independent in time-
domain rather than in the spatial-domain. However, to date,
SICA has dominated most applications mainly because the
computational requirements of TICA has been much higher
than those of SICA.
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The spatial independent criteria in SICA method biased
towards finding a relatively sparse and discrete component
areas, and the task-related component might split into sev-
eral ICA components with smaller active areas with closely
related time-courses [6]. If two component processes con-
tributed due to input activation appear in well-overlapped
brain area, ICA may split the resulting activation areas into
many component maps. Also, if a number of independent
brain processes are active during the task, the task-related
activation maps may split into different component maps.
Therefore, the independent assumption may not provide a
unique decomposition of the data and may not be the desired
representation of the fMRI data for all processes. Never-
theless, ICA may be useful to discern activation in an ex-
ploratory manner to determine differently activated brain
regions such as transiently task-related activations due to
arousal and alertness, or independent brain processes in-
volved in a task.

In general, TICA is preferable to SICA because most
non-task related signals are independent in time-domain.
However, because the number of voxels in the spatial do-
main of the brain scans is large, TICA is prohibitive in
practice. In a simple experiments like finger tapping ex-
periment, it has been demonstrated that SICA and TICA
produce similar results [8]. Recent study [9] using espe-
cially designed activated paradigms each consisting of two
spatio-temporal components that were either spatially and
temporally uncorrelated has shown that the components in
the brain activation patterns produced may be dependent on
the task paradigm. Therefore, the independent components
of fMRI data, produced by SICA and TICA, may be valid
depending on the task paradigm.

The aim of this paper is to present an application of
a novel ICA technique, referred to as ICA with reference
(ICA-R), producing a single activation pattern that is con-
sistently and transiently task-related. ICA-R incorporates
the input stimuli into the ICA learning algorithm to produce
only the task-related activation components, reducing the
computational requirements for the learning, and produces
activation corresponding to a particular input stimulus in a
single component map. One advantage of applying ICA-
R to fMRI data over simple correlation technique or SPM
technique is that it is not necessary to use any preprocess-
ing techniques. Moreover, ICA-R is a spatio-temporal tech-
nique. Only a brief explanation of ICA-R is given here, and
the details are presented elsewhere [11]. In this paper, we
focus on the application of ICA-R on fMRI data.

2. DEFINITIONS

FMRI image is a spatio-temporal signal consisting of a se-
ries of brain scans taken over a time. Suppose that the
spatial domain

�
of the fMR image consists of � voxels,

and the time-domain � consists of � time points. Let us

denote the time-series corresponds to the � th brain voxel
by the vector ���	��
��������������������������������� and the brain scan
corresponds to the � th time instant by the vector �! "�

�#� $���%#� �&���������%#� '(��� . Then the fMRI image data is given by
the matrix )*�,+�#� �&-	�/. �!�0�1�2�������1�03 , where #� � denotes
the image intensity corresponds to the voxel intensity cor-
responding to the � th scan and the � th brain voxel. Let4 �5. ���6�7�8�����!�7'93 , then ):� 4 � .

2.1. Spatial ICA (SICA)

Let us denote the set of independent component maps in
SICA by ;� where �<�>=������������ . If the mixing matrix in
spatial ICA is ?A@ , one can write the decomposition pro-
duced by SICA as 4 �:?A@�B � (1)

where the matrix of independent spatial components, BC�
. ;9����;�����������;��D3 . SICA obtains the component maps with-
out the knowledge of the mixing matrix or the independent
sources:

B � �:EC@!) � (2)

where EC@ denotes the demixing matrix, and ideally, E�@F�
?HG �@ . If the mixing matrix ?5@I�/. J @ � ��J @ � ��������J @ � 3 , Eq.
(1) can be expanded as

) � �
�K
 LM�

J @  ; �  (3)

That is, the columns of the mixing matrix ?N@ can be consid-
ered as time-series that are modulated with the correspond-
ing component maps to produce the functional image.

2.2. Temporal ICA (TICA)

Let us denote the set of independent temporal sources in
TICA by O�� where �P�>=������������ . If the mixing matrix in
TICA is ?RQ , one can write the decomposition produced by
TICA as

):�:?RQ%S � (4)

where the matrix of the independent sources, ST�
. O��U��O7�&��������O7'V3 . TICA obtains the independent sources with-
out the knowledge of the mixing matrix or the sources:

S � �:EWQ 4 � (5)

where EWQ denotes the demixing matrix, and ideally, E/QX�
? G �Q . If the mixing matrix ?AQI�/. J Q � ��J Q � ��������J Q � 3 , Eq.
(4) can be expanded as

4 � �
'K
��LM�

J Q� O �� (6)

That is, the columns of the mixing matrix ?5Q can be con-
sidered as component maps that are modulated with the cor-
responding independent sources to produce the functional
image.
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3. ICA WITH REFERENCE (ICA-R)

This section describes a variation to the classical ICA
paradigm, ICA with reference (ICA-R). A detailed analy-
sis of ICA-R and its convergence are presented elsewhere
[11].

Let us denote the time varying observed signal at time
� as �F
���	� 
�� �&
����� �V
����������� ' 
������� and the blind source
signal consisting of ICs as ; 
���<�/
	�U�&
���
����
������������' 
������� .
The linear ICA assumes that the signal �F
��� is a linear
mixture of ICs: �F
��� �>?5; 
��� , where the �� � matrix
? represents linear memoryless mixing channels. In the
present approach, we expect to demix the observed sig-
nal by a demixing matrix E � . �	��� ����������� 3 � to be
learned and produce outputs �X
��� �A
�� ��
�������V
�������������!
�������
that extract ��
�� � � number of desired sources from the en-
tire set of ICs c. A set of corresponding reference signals� 
���X�5
����&
�����7�V
��������������
������� is available, that carries some
information about the desired sources c but not identical to
the corresponding desired signals. The goal here is to de-
rive a neural network learning algorithm that satisfies the
following two conditions simultaneously: (1) every individ-
ual estimated output is one of the ICs mixed in the input
signal but different from other outputs, (2) each extracted
IC is the closest one to the corresponding reference signal
in some distance measure.

The negentropy �F
��V �� defines a natural information-
theoretic contrast function to produce independent compo-
nents [5]:

�F
��� 1�F���2
����! �"�@��$#%�2
��� �� (7)

where ���! �"�@ is a Gaussian random variable with the same
variance as the output signal �V , and �2
�� � is the differen-
tial entropy. Negentropy is always non-negative, and is zero
when �� has a Gaussian distribution [5]. The IC that cor-
responds to the maximum negentropy can be separated by
optimizing �F
��� 1� [5, 12]. A reliable and flexible approxi-
mation of the negentropy is given as [13]

�F
��� 1�'&( . ) ++* 
��� ��%-,#%) ++* 
.-(�%-�3 � (8)

where ( is a positive constant, * 
�� � can be any non-
quadratic function, - is a Gaussian variable having zero
mean and unit variance. For multiple outputs, the contrast
function is given by

/ 
E �X�
�K
 LM�

�F
��� 1��� (9)

The closeness between each estimated output �9 and the
reference �7 is measured by some norm 0(
��V !���7 1� which
has a minimal value when �V corresponds to the desired
source. A threshold 17 can be used to distinguish this de-
sired source, �+2 , from other ICs such that the formula,3  �
��  1�X�0(
��� !���7 1��#41� '56 , is satisfied only when �V ��� 2

among all ICs [11]. Treating 3  �
��  1�F
87 �F�N='��������� as feasi-
ble constraints to the contrast function in Eq. (9), the prob-
lem of ICA-R can be modeled in the framework of con-
strained independent component analysis (cICA) [14]:

9;:=<
> ?�> @�A / 
E �X�CB �  LM� �F
��� 1�D�EGF
H AJILK�K�MON 
E �P5Q �%R 
E �X��6 (10)

where
N 
E � � 
 3 �&
�� ��������� 3 �!
���������� , and R 
E � �


.S �&
�� ���������TSG�!
���������� containing S  �
��  1� �U) +J� � -,#"= for
7 �<�>='������� . The equality constraint S  �
��  1� has to be in-
cluded to ensure that the contrast function �F
��9 �� and the
weight vector �  are bounded. Using a simple transforma-
tion to convert the inequality constraint to an equality, the
augmented Lagrangian function V 
E �TW ��X � corresponding
to the problem in Eq. (10) is given by

V 
E �TW ��X ���
�K
 LM�

�F
��� ��=#YW � R 
E �=# =Z![ �]\ R 
E � \ �

#
�K
 LM�

=Z+^  .
?_:=< � +J`  �a ^  3  �
��  1����6 -b#4` � 3

where W"� 
.c �$�����TcG� ��� and XR�*
�`M�$������`!� ��� are two sets
of the Lagrange multipliers for equality and inequality con-
straints, respectively, and [ ��
 ^ �$����� ^ � ��� are parameters
to form the penalty terms to ensure the stable convergence
of constrained optimization problem.

To find the maximum of V , a Newton-like learning algo-
rithm can be derived [11]:

EedLfM�0�:Eed,#4g!h =ikj Vmlnpo G �q=q (11)

where r denotes the iteration index, g the learning rate, o q=q
is the covariance matrix of the input � , h �i j is a diagonal
matrix with off-diagonal elements are all zeros and the di-
agonal is a vector �i �C
 �s�tTu vktxw ����� �s�y�u v'y w ��� and z� �
��  1���
(9 .) ++* l l{}|~ 
��� 1�%-k#�c  �#�`  .) +�0 l l{}|~ 
��� !���7 1�%- for 7 �M�A='������� ob-

tained from the Hessian matrix V l ln | , where * l l{}|~ 
��� 1� and

0 l l{}|~ 
��� ����7 1� are the second derivatives of * 
��V 1� and 0(
��� ����7 1�
with respect to �V . The gradient of V is given by

Vmln � h	� j ) ++*�l� 
��M�x� � -
#�h.W j ) +J�!� � -�#�h	X j ) ++��l� 
��F� � �x� � -

where h�� j represents a diagonal matrix where the di-
agonal is given by the vector inside; * l� 
��M� and
� l� 
��F� � � are the first derivatives of * 
��M� , and � 
��F� � � �

�
�0V�&
��9�U����������0&��
����&���7�U������������0=�!
���������������� with respect to � ,
respectively. The learning of Lagrange multipliers W and X
is based on the gradient-ascent method:

W'dLfM� ��W'dba�h [ j R 
E ��� (12)

X dLfM� � ?_:=< +=Q ��X d a�h [ j N 
E �%-V� (13)
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Although the constraints in Eq. (10) restrict one neuron to
produce one particular IC different from the outputs of the
other neurons, improper values of 1U in practice may cause
different neurons converge to the same independent source.
Instead of adjusting the threshold, which is impossible with
little knowledge we have about the sources, it may be desir-
able to postprocess (that is, to decorrelate) the weight vec-
tors in each learning iteration to prevent different neurons
having the same independent source [15]:

E �5. E o q=q E � 3 G
t
| E (14)

where the inverse square root . E o q=q E/� 3�G
t
| is obtained

from the eigenvalue decomposition of E o q=q E/� ������ � as . E o q=q E/� 3�G
t
| � ��� G t| � with the simple

calculation of
� G t| for the diagonal matrix D.

The network is able to achieve the local convergence at
the optimum point defined by the Kuhn-Tucker (KT) triple

E 2��TW 2 ��X�2�� . With a suitable closeness measure chosen
and the threshold 17 properly selected, the system can con-
verge to a global maximum when the Hessian matrix V l lu v��~ w |
is negative definite at the maximum [11].

4. ICA-R EXTRACTING TASK-RELATED
COMPONENTS IN FMRI

This section describes how ICA-R can be used to analyze
fMRI data, which is depicted in Fig. 1. The demixing ma-
trix E is obtained by using the learning equations Eq. (11)-
(13) of ICA-R to produce � number of the desired outputs.
If � th output is �  � 
��� $������ �&���������� ����� , the output signal
can be written as the matrix � �W. � ��� ���������!�$3 � which is
given by ���"E/) (15)

The temporal independence of time courses of the func-
tional MR data is presumed here. The input stimulation,
which is known to the experimenter, is used as the refer-
ence. If � th reference is �  � 
��7 $���7 �'�������7 � ��� where
�7 � denotes � th time sample of the � th reference signal,
the set of reference signals is given by the matrix o �
. � � � �_����� �  ������ � �$3 � ,

The closeness between an output and the correspond-
ing reference is defined as the negative of the correlation:
�9 �
��  �� �  1�F� #�) +J�� �!�7 ��-�� M	� 7(��
 � . This distance is min-
imum when the output is maximally correlated with the ref-
erence. For comparison, the output signal �M and the refer-
ence signal �  are normalized to have unit variances. Then,
the approximate Newton learning rule in Eq. (11) for updat-
ing the weight matrix E , becomes:

EedLfM�0�"Eed,#4g!h =ikj Vmln� 
 ) ) � � G � (16)

where the gradient V ln is given by

Vmln � h	� j *�l1
��8�!) � #�h.W j �	) � a =Z h	X j o ) �

1f2f3fn f

Task−related Time Courses

Y

l

2

Algorithm
Learning 

Task−related Components

1

y

y

y

Reference Signals

fn−1

Demixer W

W∆

Fig. 1. Illustration of the extraction of the task-related fMRI
time responses from the fMRI image, using ICA-R with the
input stimulations as references.

and z� �
��  1�	���(9 .) ++* l l{}|~ 
��� 1�%- #Cc  for 7 � � =������������ . In
an fMRI experiment, since the number of image scans, � ,
is usually smaller than the number of brain voxels, � , the
learning rule can be further simplified as

EedLfM� � Eed�#4g!h =ikj
�
h	� j * l 
��8�=# h.W j � a =Z h	X j o�� . ) � 3 f

(17)
where .}�!3 f denotes the pseudo-inverse of a non-square ma-
trix. Incorporating the learning rules for Lagrange multi-
pliers W and X in Eqs. (12) and (13), we obtain the learn-
ing algorithm to extract only task-related time responses,
using ICA, with the input stimuli as the references. The
weight matrix may be also postprocessed by the decorrela-
tion of Eq. (14) to prevent different outputs converged into
the same time response.

Because the stimulation time courses usually have sub-
Gaussian distributions, the practical functions used for * 
�� �
should be a function growing faster than quadratic [16]. We
use * 
��(�	�e������� to ensure the convergence of our algo-
rithm as the Hessian matrix is always negative definite for
such functions [11]. All the output time courses are statis-
tically independent when the algorithm is converged. The
corresponding activation map ;
2 can be obtained by multi-
plying the functional brain images ) with the task-related
time response ��2 : ;�20� )P�$2

5. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments, namely the visual task and memory re-
trieval task were performed at 3.0 Tesla Medspec 30/100
scanner at the MRI Center of the Max-Planck-Institute of
Cognitive Neuroscience. The images were analyzed using
SPM, SICA and ICA-R techniques. In order to find the sig-
nificantly activated voxels in SPM analysis, a cluster size
threshold of 3 and � -value of 0.05 was used. To find and dis-
play voxels contributing significantly to a component map,
the map values were scaled to � -values; voxles whose ab-
solute � -values greater than 2.0 were considered as the ac-
tive voxels. Z-statistical scores of the detected significant
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. Visual experiment: task-related activation detected
by (a) SPM (b) SICA and (c) ICA-R techniques.
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Fig. 3. Visual experiment: time course corresponding to the
task-related activation detected by ICA-R.

blobs were superimposed on to the corresponding anatomi-
cal slices for visualization.

5.1. Visual Experiment

An 8KHz alternating checker board pattern with a central
fixation point was projected on an LCD system, and subjects
were asked to fixate on the point of stimulation. FLASH
images at three axial levels of the brain at the visual cortex
were taken [17]. The detected activation using the SPM,
SICA and ICA-R are shown in the Fig. 2, and Fig. 3
shows the time-series corresponds to the activation pattern
detected from the first axial slice using ICA-R technique.

5.2. Memory Retrieval Task

The subjects performing the experiment learned three dif-
ferent sets of letters (of sizes 4, 6 and 8) prior to the actual
experiments with a corresponding cue for each set. Dur-
ing each trial, a cue for the set and a letter (probe) were
presented and the subject decided whether the letter cor-
responded to the indicated set. Each stimulation period
had two successive stimulation On-states followed by seven
stimulation Off-states. The stimulations were repeated for
forty eight cycles. The processes involved in the brain dur-
ing the experiment include encoding of the cue and probe,
retrieval of information from the secondary memory, scan-
ning of the primary memory, response selection, and re-
sponse execution [18]. The activation detected by ICA-R
and SPM techniques at two axial levels of a brain of a rep-
resentative subject are shown in Fig. 4. Activation detected
by SPM and ICA-R were similar, but the detected activation
for ICA-R were more focal to the cortical areas. The corre-
sponding time responses detected by the ICA-R technique

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Memory retrieval experiment: detected activation
on two axial slices from a representative subject, obtained
using (1) SPM and (2) ICA-R techniques. The white blobs
represent the activations.
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−1.5
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0

0.5

1
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Task−related fMRI Response in first axial

Fig. 5. FMRI time response detected from the first axial
slice in the memory retrieval experiment using the ICA-R.

are shown in Fig. 5. Also the activation was detected by
ICA; the activation appear in number of component maps.
Two component maps corresponding to the task-related ac-
tivations are shown in Fig. 6.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Application to ICA-R for analysis of fMRI data was demon-
strated, which incorporates the input stimuli as the reference
signals into the contrast function. ICA-R produces only the
task-related component of ICA discarding all other com-
ponents mutually indepdent to the task-related component.
Therefore all scanner noise and interference signals are au-
tomatically removed from the resulting activation pattern.
The ICA-R technique is a spatio-temporal technique unlike
techniques based on correlation analysis and SPM. ICA-R
technique does not split the task related component into a
number of components corresponding to independent pro-
cesses such as consistently task-related and tansiently task-
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Two component maps of activation patterns appear-
ing when detected by the SICA technique in memory re-
trieval task.

related components: all activation corresponding to a single
stimulus appear in a single component unlike classical ICA.
The memeory and computational requirements of ICA-R
are less than those of SICA or TICA because only the task-
related component maps are desired.
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